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How to collect home dust to request a SCABIES-TEST 
 

1) Do not change sheets for at least a week. 

2) Do not clean the floor of the bedroom for a few days before collecting the dust. 

3) Shake the sheets, blankets, pillows on the floor of the bedroom. 

4) Sweep the entire floor surface of the bedroom with broom and dustpan and put the dust in a  

     plastic jar, labeling it as "bedroom”.  

 

5) Fill in the specific Anamnestic form for the Scabies-Test, writing clearly the VAT Reg No -     

     which must be that of the person making the payment, to whom the invoice will be issued- and  

     the email address to which to send a report and invoice. 

 

6) If possible, send some photos of the lesions to the address: urania@edpa.it. 

    They will allow us to have a more complete picture of the dermatological problem in   

    confirmation of our diagnosis.   

 

7) Make the payment of Euro 125.00 (VAT included), in one of the following modes: 

a. Bank transfer: Banco Posta, Piazza Matteotti, Perugia  

                         IBAN: IT 02 T 07601 03000 000016766065                                                                                                                

                         Beneficiary: URANIA ENTOMOFAUNA DEL MONDO S.R.L. 

     b. Postal Bulletin payable to: URANIA ENTOMOFAUNA DEL MONDO S.R.L.                                                                       

.                                                       C.C.P. n. 16766065 – Reference:  E.D.P.A. 

     c. Paypal (through the website:  www.edpa.it) 

 

8) Store the jars inside a padded envelope or in a postal box together with the "Anamnestic form"    

     and the copy of the payment slip. 

 

9) Ship, preferably with "POSTA 1 " (Italian Postal Service) or by any other courier in your  

     country, to:                                  

 

                                                    Centro di Ricerca Urania 
Via Giovanni Cecchini n. 18 

06129 Perugia-Italy 

 

 

 

10) The parasitological report will be transmitted by email within 24/48 hours from the receiption   

       of the samples to our laboratory. 
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